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0. Introduction 
Let k be a field and let R := k[so, .Y 1, . . . ,.u,] be the ring of polynomials in n + 1 
indeterminates over k, graded in the usual way. Let X be a closed subscheme of the 
projective space P”. To X we can associate the homogeneous ideal I, c R generated 
by ~111 the homogeneous polynomials that vanish on X, i.e. the saturuted homogeneous 
ideal of X; we have X = Proj(R/I,). However, there are many other homogeneous 
ideals J c R such that X = Proj(R/J), and we shall express this fact by saying that 
each of such J defines X scheme-theoretically. In recent years the problem of the 
scheme-theoretic definition of a projective variety has been considered from different 
points ofview (see, for example, [S, 6,9, 31). In particular, the connection between the 
ideals J which define X scheme-theoretically and Castelnuovo’s regularity of X have 
been investigated in [I]. 
Given an arbitrary proper, homogeneous ideal I c R, we shall denote by o(l) the 
minimum of the p(J) where J G I is any homogeneous ideal such that Proj(R/J) = 
Proj(R/I). In this paper we deal with the problem of finding an ideal J such that 
p(J ) = o-(l). Our main result says that, if the field k is infinite, we can always generate 
an ideal J as above by a(I) elements of a suit&/e minimal system of homogeneous 
generators for I. In general, such a J is not uniquely determined. 
Our approach to this theme is completely algebraic (hence it applies to any 
graded R-module of finite type). However, it should be emphasized that, ,from an 
ul~qebruic point of view, the replacement of the original ideal I by a subideal J generated 
by a system of schematic generators of I, could by no means be considered as 
a simplification of the situation one is dealing with (for instance, if I # J, then 
the projective dimension of J is always n, the maximum possible for a proper ideal of 
R). In other words, these problems are interesting mainly from a geometric point of 
view. 
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In order to keep the size of the paper short, we were forced to skip all examples, 
remarks and discussions of related issues. We would be glad to provide complete 
manuscript o interested readers. 
Notations and conventions: By an ideal of R we shall always mean a homogeneous 
one.WesetR+:=(x,,xi, . . . . x,). As usual, an ideal 2I c R will be called irrelevant if 
fi = R, . We shall frequently encounter the case of an ideal ‘2l which is either 
irrelevant or equal to the whole ring. To express this in a convenient way we will write 
ht(2l) 2 n + 1. By a homogeneous matrix we shall mean a matrix (with entries in R) 
which represents ome graded linear map between suitable graded free R-modules. Let 
s9 be a p x q matrix with entries in R. Let t be a non-negative integer. Then we shall 
denote by Z,(J&‘) the ideal of R generated by the determinants of all the t x t minors of 
~2, and by E, the unit matrix of type r x r. 
LetSI, . . ,f, be homogeneous polynomials in R and let I be the ideal they generate. 
Let 
be a graded presentation of I such that rk(L,) = p and, if e, , . . , e,, is the canonical 
basis of LO, then u(ei) =f; for every i = 1, . . . ,p. We shall denote by Syz(f; , . . . ,,f,) the 
matrix which represents u with respect o the canonical bases of L1 and L,,. 
1. Basic definitions and properties 
Definition-Proposition 1.1. Let I he a proper ideal af R and let g,, . . . ,gr E I he 
homogeneous polynomials; we set J:= (g,, . . . ,g,). We shall say that the ideal I is 
generated scheme-theoretically by g, , . . , g*, or that gl, . . , g* is a system af schematic 
generators for I, if one (hence all) af the following equivalent properties holds: 
(i) ht(J:l) 2 n + 1. 
(ii) I,, = J,, for every homogeneous, not irrelevant, prime ideal +I af R. 
(iii) I = J or /,(1/J) < CO. 
(iv) (g,, . . . ,gl) = InQ, where fi = R,. 
If I is schematically generated by gi, . . ,gI, then we will say that gr, . . . ,g* is 
a minimal set of schematic generators for I if no proper subset of (g i , . . . , g,} generates 
I schematically. The following example shows that minimal systems af schematic 
generators for an ideal I have, in general, diflerent lengths. 
Example 1.2. Let I := (x, y)n(z, v) c k[.x, y, z, v]. The polynomials XZ, XV, yz, yv form 
a minimal system of homogeneous generators for I and also a minimal system of 
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schematic generators for I, as is easily checked. Another system of schematic gener- 
ators for I is (xv, yz, yu - xz} and it is actually a minimal one (both these statements 
can also be checked directly). 
In the following proposition we characterize 
in the Introduction. This proposition will also be 
Theorem 3.1. 
the integer a(l), already defined 
the starting point for the proof of 
Proposition 1.3. Let fi , . ,f, he homogeneous polynomials in R and let I he the ideal 
they generate. Let .A? := Syz( fi, . . . ,,f,). Then a(l) is the minimum number of columns of 
a matrix 9 with p rows such that: (a) the matri.u (Cr2’l3) is homogeneous, and (b) 
ht(lP((.,4’14e))) 2 n + 1. 
Proof. Let q,, . . , g, E I be homogeneous polynomials. We define the homogeneous 
matrix 9 by setting (y I . . . 9,) = ( fl . . . f,) - 9. The matrix (. ++?‘I 9) is still homogeneous. 
The polynomials fi , . . . ,,f,, gl, . . . , gr generate I and it is easily checked that 
SYZ(fi, ‘.. ,fP,Yl, ... ,g,) = (f YE). (1) 
Let ,f, , . . . ,f, be the residue classes of,f,, . . . ,,f, respectively in I/@,, . . . ,s,). Then 
from (1) we get (JY 1%) = Syz( fi, . . ,I,). Therefore, by definition, the 0-th Fitting ideal 
&B(~l(Yi, ... , yl)) is I,,( (~7 1%)). Moreover, we have %(~/(~1,, ..’ 9%)) = 
JAnnR(ll(yi, . . . , y,)) (see [S, Ch. 3, Theorem 51). Then our thesis follows from 
DefinitionProposition 1.1. 0 
2. How to find a set of schematic generators for 1 
Let f, , . . . , fp be homogeneous polynomials in R and let I be the ideal they generate. 
A first idea to get a set of schematic generators for I is to consider suitable subsets of 
i.fl, . . . ,.fp}. -r-h e P ossibility to get in this way an ideal J which generates 1 scheme- 
theoretically is encoded in the matrix ,4’:= Syz( f, , . . . ,,f,), as the following theorem 
shows. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 1 I q < p and let .,t” he the matrix whose rows are the last p - q rows 
of’. 62’. The polynomials,f, , . ,,f,,form a set af schematic aenerators,far I [f and only if 
ht(l,_,(. 1”)) 2 n + 1. 
Proof. Let J:=(,fi, . . . ,.f,). The matrix 1” gives a graded presentation of the R- 
module I/J. Therefore I,_,(.~+“) = 3O(l/J). Moreover, as in the proof of Proposition 
1.3, we have Jm = m. Then our thesis follows from Definition-Proposition 
1.1. 
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Theorem 2.1 shows that our main object is to study the matrix Syz(,f,, ., . ,,/i). On 
the other hand, Example 1.2 shows that not every system of generators for I contains 
a proper subset which generates I scheme-theoretically. The key point is that we are 
allowed to modify the matrix S~z(,f~, ,,f,) to get a “better” situation in the sense of 
Theorem 2.1, if we modify accordingly the set ( j; , . . ,jj,). More precisely, we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let ( ,fl, . . ,,fr) and ( gl, . ,g5) he minimal systems qf homogeneous 
generators ,for the proper ideal I, und let T E GL(s, R) he such that (g, . g,?) = 
(,f, . . .,I:) T. Then we huue Syz(g, , . . , y,) = T _ ’ SJlz(,f;, . . . ,,fi). 
Therefore, we will try to get a suitable minimal system of homogeneous generators 
for I starting from any minimal system, and acting on it on the right by invertible 
matrices. Of course, the main point here is if this npprouch gives us,fir every ideul I, 
u system of schematic generutors,fiw I having exuctly a(l) elements. The main result of 
this paper, Theorem 3.1, will show that this is, in fact, the case. 
3. Systems of scheme-theoretic generators extracted from minimal systems 
of homogeneous generators for I 
To prove Theorem 3.1, we need some knowledge of the matrices we are allowed to 
use, as explained at the end of the previous section. So we start with these prepara- 
tions. 
Let H be a proper ideal of R and letf’, , . . ,,fi be a minima1 system of homogeneous 
generators for H. Our goal is to find out all the matrices T E GL(u, R) such that the 
entries of (,fl . ..f;) T still are a minimal system of homogeneous generators for H. Of 
course, permutation matrices are allowed. Now, let g,, ,ga be another minimal 
system of homogeneous generators of H. Since permutation matrices are allowed, we 
can assume deg(,fi) I deg(,f;) < ... I deg(,fa) and deg(g,) I deg(g2) I ... I 
deg( g,). More precisely, we can assume that positive integers ii,, . . . ,6, are given such 
that (5, < ... < 6, and, moreover, fir = deg(J;) = ... = deg(,f;.,), ~5~ = deg(.h., + 1) = 
= deG,X . . . , 8, = deckj;., , + 11 = ... = ded.L,). 
Of course, an analogous property holds for the gi’s with the same integers 6j and rj. 
Then, the matrix T E GL(u, R) such that (,f; . . ..f.,)T = (cgl g,) has the blocks 
from 
T= 
7’1 I 
0 
0 
T 12 
T 22 
0 
7-1, 
T 23 
(h) 
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where the matrices Tij satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) Tii E GL(ri, k) for every i = 1, ,X. 
(b) Let i <j and let t be any entry of Tij. If t # 0, then t is homogeneous of degree 
6, - 6,. 
On the other hand, if we multiply any matrix T as above on the left by (.f; . .f;) we 
get a line matrix whose entries are still a minimal system of homogeneous generators 
for H. The set G(N) of all these matrices is a subgroup of GL(a, R). Therefore, two 
minimal systems of homogeneous generators for H can always be transformed one 
into the other by means of a matrix of the form P’TP”, where T E G(u) and P’, P” are 
both permutation matrices. 
A moment’s thought shows that we can parametrize the matrices of G(u) by the 
~lo.sed points of the variety Y defined as follows: 
Y := GL(r,, k) x ... x GL(r,, k) x n A”‘! where 
i<j 
nij:= (“i - ii ’ “)~i~j. 
Y is an affine open subset of a suitable affine space, hence the set G(u) is dense in Y (,fo~ 
the Z&ski topoloyy) if and only if the,field k is infinite. _ 
Theorem 3.1. Assume thut the ,field k is infinite. Let I he (I proper ideul of R und let 
s := p(I ). Then there exists a minimal system ql, , ys qf homogeneous generators qf 
I such that ql, . ,qo,,, is a set of schemutic generutors,ftir I. 
Proof. Letf; , ,,fL be an arbitrary minimal system of homogeneous generators of I, 
and assume that deq(,f,) < deg(,fi) I ... I deg( ,f,). By Proposition 1.3 there exists 
a homogeneous matrix 9’ of types x o(l) such that (Syz(,f,, . . . ,,h)l%‘) is homogeneous 
and ht(l,s((Syz(,f;, . . . ,.f;)lFI))) 2 n + 1. The proof is easily reduced to the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume thut the ,field k is infinite. Let (.//I%) be u homogeneous mutris 
bcith u rows. Assume thut % has only one column. Since (. & 1%) is homoyeneous, its rotas 
helon<g to u suitable qruded,,free R-module. We assume 
( *) if i <j, then the degree of the i-th row is no less than the degree qf the j-th row. 
Moreoljer, ussume that ht(l,((.Nl%))) 2 n + 1. Then, there exists u matri.x 
T E GL(u, R) obtained by multiplicution of permutation matrices and matrices in G(u) 
such thut, if we denote by <iT- 4f the matris ohtuined,from T. N hy deleting the lust robi 
(this not&ion will he e.uplained in detuil helo~), then ;T. 1?’ still suti$es (*) and 
ht(l,_ I(;T.N)) 2 n + 1. 
We can finish, now, the proof of Theorem 3.1. The matrix (Syz( ,fi, . . . ,,fs)IY) 
satisfies ( * ) since deg( .fI ) < dey(,f,) I .. . 5 deg( ,f;). Therefore, we can apply Lemma 
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3.2 to 
(.dlV):= (SYZ(.fl, ... JJl% 
We get an invertible matrix T, E GL(s, R) such that, if ,d is the matrix obtained from 
T, (Syz(f,, . . ,fs)l$?) by deleting the last row and the last column, then ,d satisfies ( * ) 
and ht(l,_ 1(d)) 2 n + 1. Now we apply Lemma 3.2 to ~2. This gives us a matrix 
r; E GL(s - 1, R). We set 
T,:= 
Let .%4 be the matrix obtained from T2 T, (Syz(f, , . . . ,fs)) 9) by deleting the last two 
rows and the last two columns. Then 9I satisfies (*) and ht(f,_,(.&)) 2 n + 1. We 
repeat this procedure a(l) times, and at the ith step we construct Ti E GL(s, R) 
by means of T: and Es-i. If we set T:= To,,, ... T2T,, then the entries of(,f, . ..f.)T 
are a minimal system of homogeneous generators of I by construction of the 
single matrices Ti. Moreover, the ideal of minors (s - o(l)) x (s - a(f)) of the first 
s - o(l) rows of the matrix TSyz(fi, . . . ,fs) has height 2n + 1. Let 
(%cr,+ 1 .‘. YSYI ... got,,) = (fi . ..f.)T - ‘. Then gl, . . . ,gs is a minimal system of ho- 
mogeneous generators of I, and our thesis follows from Theorem 2.1 since 
Syz(g,,l,+l . ..ss g1 . ..gOCl.) = TSyz(fi, . . . A by Lemma 2.2. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.2 we shall use the following convention about notation. 
Let .d be a matric of type a x band let i,j be positive integers such that i I u and j _< h. 
We shall denote by ;d the matrix obtained from .d by deleting the ith row and by 
&‘T the matrix obtained from d by deleting the jth column. The position of “7 on the 
left of ,& is justified by the fact that to delete a row from ,r3 is equivalent to multiplying 
.& on the left by a suitable matrix (whose exact form does not matter here). A similar 
remark, with “right” instead of “left” everywhere, holds true for the operation of 
deleting columns from .d. Therefore, the associative property of the product of 
matrices shows that 
;(dd) = (;,d)~ 
and other similar facts which are actually used in the proof of the lemma. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is split into two cases. 
Case a: Some entry qf 59 is invertible. After an (eventual) permutation of the rows of 
(.,4[%) which sends a suitable row into the last one and leaves the other rows 
unchanged, we can assume that an invertible entry of % is that of the last row. Let T’ 
be the corresponding permutation matrix. Then, by elementary operations on the 
rows represented altogether by a matrix T” E G(a), we can reduce (_XlV) into the 
following blocks form: 
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The ideal I,((. /‘/IK)) is not affected by the permutations and the elementary opera- 
tions performed. Hence we get I,((Al%‘)) = I,(Q) = I,- l(cX’) (see [S, Ch. I, Lemma 
2, p. 191). Therefore, we have that ht(l,_ 1(.A”)) 2 n + 1 and ,I’ still satisfies the 
hypothesis ( *). This follows from the particular permutation we eventually use and 
from the fact that, acting on the left with an element of G(a) on a matrix which satisfies 
( * ), we get a new matrix which still satisfies ( * ). Let T := T ” T ‘. Then our thesis 
follows from . N’ = ; T. &?. 
Case b: all the entries of % are in R, . We shall give the proof in several steps. 
Step 1: First of all, we can assume that 
ht(l,_,(;c/f)) < n + 1 for every i = 1, . . . ,a. (2) 
In fact, otherwise, we get our thesis by a permutation of the rows of .A+’ which sends 
a suitable row into the last one and leaves the other rows unchanged. Given any 
integer i with 1 I i I a, from Laplace’s rule for developing a determinant it follows 
that I,(.,@) E I,_ L (;cN). Then, by (2) we have ht(l,(M)) < ht(l,- 1 (;A)) I n. There- 
fore, since the entries of % are all in R,, we can apply to the matrix (;&?‘I$?) the results 
of [2] or [4] to get n + 1 I ht(l,((.Xl%))) I ht(Z,(.ti)) + 1; hence 
hr(1J.d)) = n, (31 
ht(f,-,(;,H’)) = n for every i = 1, . . . ,a. (4) 
If ‘?I c R is a homogeneous ideal, we shall denote Proj(R/‘LI) by I/+ (a), for simplicity. 
We set now Wi := I/+ (Ia-, (;A’)) for every i = 1, . . . , a. Then, (4) shows that 
dim( Wi) = 0 for every i. On the other hand, we have n i Wj = I/+ (xi I,_ 1 (;A)) and 
xi I,_ l(;A) = !,_ ,(A@‘). From Laplace’s rule it follows that I,((.MI%)) c I,_ 1(-&), 
hence n + 1 I ht(l,((.Al%))) I ht(l,_ 1(~A’)) and then n, _,i<a Wi = 8. _ - 
Step 2: We need, now, the “generic” matrix .7 of G(a). It is defined as follows 
(thought to be boring, this seems to be the quickest way to describe this matrix). First 
of all, the genera1 form of F is the same as in (ti) (see the beginning of this section). We 
have only to describe the matrices ~j (which correspond, of course, to the Tij in tl), 
and, to do this, we introduce new independent indeterminates y over k as follows. Let 
I 5 U, u I a be positive integers. If T,,,. is an entry of g%i for some 1 I i I a, then we set 
7ut := y,,.. If z,,. is an entry of Kj where i < j, we first order (in an arbitrary way) all the 
monomials Mh E k [.x0, x 1, . . . , x,] of degree 6j - 6i. Then we introduce the indetermi- 
nates yu,..h where 
, ch<(ij,-;i+n). 
Finally, we set t,,,:= Ch y,,..,Mh. 
Let Y be the variety which parametrizes the matrices of G(a) and let S := r( Y, cry). 
We shall denote S[xO, x ,, . ,.x,1 by S[.x]. Since Y = Spec(S), we have Y x P” = 
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Pruj(S[:])(see [7, (2.8.9)(2.8.10)]). The ideal I,_ l(;,F,d’/) c s[z] is homogeneous in 
the indeterminates x, hence it defines a closed subscheme of Y x P’“; let Z be the 
associated reduced closed subscheme of Y x P”. We shall denote by cp :Z --f Y and 
$ : Z + P” the restriction to Z of the canonical projections. Since Pn is proper over k, 
the map v is closed. Then our thesis follows from the geometric statement: there exists 
T E G(u) such that the,fibre cp- l(T) is empty. We shall assume the contrary and derive 
from this a contradiction. So, assume that cp- ‘(T) # 8 for every T E G(a). The map 
cp is surjective, since it is closed and G(a) is dense in Y. From this and from the 
irreducibility of Y, the existence of an irreducible component Z of Z such that 
f/?(Z) = Y follows. 
Step 3: Let X c P” be the reduced scheme associated to the closure of $(Z) (we 
remark that, in general, (I/ is not a closed map). Then we have 
dim(X) 2 1. (5) 
Suppose dim(X) = 0, i.e. X is a closed point of P”. Then, there exists a linear form 
f’~ R, such that ,f’(X) # 0. Since cp restricted to Z is still surjective, we have 
XE$V~‘(T) = V’+(I,_,(,;T./‘/)) for every TEG(u). (6) 
In particular, if we take T = E,, 
XE V+(I,-,(;-K)) = w,. (7) 
For every i such that 1 I i < u, let 6i = deq(J) and 6, = deq(,f;); by the remark at the 
beginning of Step 2 we have (si I 8,. Let us introduce the elementary matrix 
Ti : = & ( ,pcT - h ). Of course we have Ti E G(u). Therefore, the determinant of a matrix 
obtained by choosing arbitrarily u - 1 columns in ,;Ti. // has the form r +,j’“u -“,p, 
wherezEI,~,(d.X)andBEI,~,(;.~). SinceXEV+(I,_,(,;Ti.N))by(6), wehave 
0 = (c( +f&, ~ 0, /q(X) = a(X) +.f(XP, - Q(X). (8) 
From (7) it follows that z(X) = 0 and, by construction of ,f; we have ,f’(X) # 0. 
Therefore, (8) forces /II(X) = 0. Since the N - 1 columns in CT;- // were arbitrarily 
chosen, the elements fl we get as above form a generating set for I, _ 1 (;- 4). Then, from 
p(X) = 0 it follows that we have 
X E 1/+(1,_ l(;. 1’1)) = Wi for every i such that 1 i i < u. (9) 
Finally, from (7) and (9) we get X E ni Wi, which contradicts the fact 
n1 <iSi, Wi = 8, proved in Step 1. Therefore (5) holds true. 
Let .Y c R be the saturated ideal of X. From (5) it follows hr(.P) I n - 1. In the 
following steps we shall prove that I,(. N) & .P, hence ht(.b) 2 II by (3). This contradic- 
tion will end the proof of Case b and the proof of the lemma as well. 
Step 4: If we delete from ;.y the jth column we get a matrix of type ((I - 1) x ((I - 1) 
whose determinant we shall denote by dj. We remark that d, E S, the ring of regular 
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functions of Y. We shall prove now the following inclusion: 
d, - I,(. 1’/) G I,_ ,(;.%N). (10) 
We choose u columns of. N and, for simplicity, we still denote by. N the square matrix 
they form. Let c:= &t(. N). We have to show that d,. c E I,_ ,(;.K//). The matrix 
,;.JiTN is type (a - 1) x a. Then, the ideal I,_ l(;.K/I) is generated by 
Uj:= det((;K.&‘);) = det((;.F)(.N;)) where 1 5.i I U. 
We set Cij = det(;. a{;). Then, by the Binet-Cauchy formula, 
r’j=drt((d,~)(.Nj))=(d, . ..d.).‘(C,j... L’uj)=d,V,j+dzV,j+ “’ +d,L’,j. 
Let tnjj be the generic entry of -N. From the above equality we get, by summation 
over ,j, 
Finally, we have 
acjm,ja,j = c and i (- l)UfJnz,,jcij = 0 if i < LI 
j= 1 
because, in the latter case, the left-hand side is nothing but the determinant of a matrix 
with two equal rows. Therefore, (11) becomes 
d,*U= i (-1)U+jP71ujcjE(L’r, . . . ,u,) = I, ,(,;T.N). 
i= I 
Since the u columns of the original matrix .I/ were arbitrarily chosen. the inclusion 
(10) is completely proved. 
Step 5 (conclusion): Let 1! c S[.u] be the graded prime ideal representing the 
generic point of Z. The element d, E S defined at the beginning of the previous step is 
such that &$_!I. Assume the contrary. Then cp(Z) E V(lr,) # Y, which is absurd (here 
we use once more the hypothesis that the field k is infinite). By definition of Z and 
Z we have I,_ 1 (;.Tb/) c 9. Therefore, from d,$S it follows that I,, _ ,(;.F/):d, 
z 9. Hence I,(. 4) G 9 by (10). Now, I,(. N) c k[s] and we get I,,(.//) G Ink[.u]. 
But dnk[s] = .b (see [7,(2&l)]), hence I,(. /“/) c 9, a contradiction as we said at the 
end of Step 3. The proof of Lemma 3.2 is now complete. 
Remark 3.3. The degrees of the system y,, . . . r.c/,cll of schematic generators for 
I constructed in Theorem 3.1 are not uniquely determined, as the following example 
shows. Let X c P3 be the monomial curve whose generic point is (I‘, .Y, y, z) = 
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(s ’ 5, s ’ 3 t 2, s’ f ‘, r ’ 5). A minimal system of homogeneous generators for the saturated 
ideal I of X is 
fi = .x32 - 4,3v, 1;1= .x7 - y21?5 + y’ - .Y2Z3V2, 
f2 = xy4 - z2v3, f5 = 4” - .x2z3v2 + z2.f2, 
,f3 = x4y - zv4. 
It is easily seen by looking at Syz(f,, .., ,f5) that [j;,j2,f3,f4) and 
are both systems of schematic generators for I and, of course, the degrees of the 
polynomials into the two systems are different. Now, from [S, Teor. (1.9)] (or [9, 
Theorem I]), it follows that a(1) = 4, and the proof is complete. 0 
The actual determination of ~(1) is often troublesome. At any rate, we have the 
following result. 
Proposition 3.4. The number a(I) is computuhle (nor qficienrly!). 
Proof. Let.f, , . ,f, be a given minimal system of homogeneous generators for I and 
assume deg( .f, ) 5 . .. I dey(fs). Set h = ht(1) in the following loop. Choose h integers 
ml, , mh among ded,fi 1, lded.id. 
Loop: The generic polynomial Yj E I of degree mj can be written as ~j = Uljfi + 
. . . + U,j,f,, where the Uij # 0 have independent indeterminates yjk as coefficients and, 
moreover, j #j’ implies that the coefficients of the Uij and Uij’ are also independent. 
The uij are the entries of a matrix 9 of type s x h such that (Syz(f,, . . . ,fs)l%) is 
homogeneous. Let ‘?I:= I,((Syz(,f,, . . . ,,h)lg) c k[x; ~1. ‘$I is homogeneous in the 
indeterminates 3. Let 23 c k[y] be the ideal obtained from the elimination of the 
indeterminates _w from VI : (g)* 2 u ,,, > o ‘itI: (x o, . . . ,.x,)“‘. If ‘$3 = 0, change the choice 
of the h integers m,, . . . ,in,, among dey(f,), . . . , deg(f,) and restart the loop. If 23 # 0. 
then h = o(I) by Proposition 1.3. If 23 = 0 for every possible choice of h among the 
integers deq(,f,), . ,de,q(,fs), restart the procedure with h + 1 instead of h. This 
procedure ends because o(l) I s and, by Theorem 3.1, we have only a finite number of 
cases to check. 
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